
 

Pri���s� Hil� Pri���y Sc�o�� Ye�r 4 Sum��� 1 Hal� Ter� Cur����lu� Ove����w
Spring 2 Topic:

English Maths Wider Curriculum

English teaching and learning
will be made up of English
sessions, Guided Reading
sessions and spelling sessions.

Our focus for the half term:
Narrative writing based around
the poem the Jabberwocky by
Lewis Carroll.
Character and settings based
around The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis.
Explanation and recount writing
based around scientific
investigations in class.
Grammar

● noun phrases
● fronted adverbials
● adverbial phrases
● noun and pronoun

choices
● inverted commas for

speech
● apostrophes
● determiners
● possessive pronouns

Spelling
● words containing ‘ou’
● homophones
● prefixes: auto, anti, super,

inter, sub

Our focus this half term:

Multiplication times table check
will be between Monday 5 June
and Friday 16 June 2023

Please practise at home, all
tables up to 12x12

Multiplication and division
Multiply 3-digits by 1 digit
Divide 2-digits by 1 digit

Money
Pounds and pence
Ordering money
Estimating money
Convert pounds and pence
Find change

Time
Telling the time to 5 minutes
Telling the time to the minute
Using a.m. and p.m.
24-hour clock
Hours, minutes and seconds

Our focus this half term:
Science - Scientific method
Asking questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways
Making observations and taking measurements
Engaging in practical enquiry to answer questions
Recording and presenting evidence
Answering questions and concluding
Evaluating and raising further questions and predictions
Communicating their findings

DT - Food and a healthy diet

History - The invasion of the Romans, their impact on Britain and why they left
Students will finish investigating why the Romans invaded, how life changed in
Britain during the Roman period and why the Romans left. Then they will learn
about the coming of the Anglo-Saxons.

Art - Painting including washes and overlaying pattern with brush techniques
Students will learn the painting techniques of washes and various mark making
techniques with brushes, different paint types and brushes will be investigated.

Computing - Programming – Repetition in shapes
Students will create programs by planning, modifying and testing commands to
create shapes and patterns. They will use Logo, a text-based programming
language.

RE - Theme: Easter Concept: Salvation Key Question: Is forgiveness always
possible for Christians? Religion: Christianity
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